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Software Testing:
Europe’s Innovative Approaches
Software testing seems simple at first
blush: Try to use the software and report the
problems you find. However, as many of us
can attest, innumerable challenges, and a few
potential frustrations, present themselves when
we test software in earnest. STP Magazine
asked me to be the guest editor of this issue
and bring a European focus, introducing you to
some leaders in the field who offer innovative
approaches to meet these challenges.
I’ve been part of the software testing
community for about 12 years, initially
in England, then elsewhere in Europe, the
United States and eventually even farther
afield. As I’ve met more members of the
community, participated in peer groups, read
articles about the myriad aspects of testing
and presented at various conferences, my
skills have deepened and my perspectives have
widened. I encourage you to read the material
in this issue and put it to use in your testing.
I’m also fortunate to be going on my
fourth year working at Google, where we face
testing challenges on a scale that has led me to
reassess what we can achieve both individually
and in teams to test software appropriately and
effectively. This has extended my boundaries
and expectations of what’s possible. As a
company Google is unusual and innovative;
it has arranged and hosted hundreds of video
presentations from the global software testing
community, for example, and conducts open
testing of its Chrome and Chrome OS, posting
details on the public open-source project site
http://chromium.org.
English is not the first language for most
Europeans, ASCII is inadequate to cope with
the differences among various alphabets,
and both customs and expectations among
cultures and geographic testing communities
vary significantly. Of course, there are other
languages and scripts even further removed
from ASCII; however, because many software
testers need to understand English to work
in our industry, European testers tend to
be more acutely aware of the need to test
multilingual and localized versions of
software, while many native English speakers
haven’t faced that issue. The diversity of
European history, languages and cultures
makes testing more interesting.

Simon Stewart, author of our cover story,
“9 Tips to Survive End-to-End Testing,” is
a recognized expert in developing software
that automates Web application testing. He
created WebDriver based on his experience
with Selenium; both are open-source Web
browser automation tools. He’s now responsible
for merging these two well-respected tools
into Selenium 2.0, which you can use to test
your Web sites and Web applications across a
plethora of browsers, from iPhone to Internet
Explorer. In his article he shares his in-depth
knowledge on ways to make the most of end-toend system testing. I know and trust his work.
I met two other feature contributors to this
issue at a software testing conference in
Stockholm in December 2009. Both were
relatively unknown at the time. Neil Pandit
stole the show, winning an award for his
simple yet innovative way of presenting “risk”
visually. In his article on risk-based integration
testing, he shares the concepts with you and
explains how you can apply his “heatmaps”
to your projects. I’ve been evaluating ways
to apply his approach to security testing
to my current project, Chrome OS, which
provides a fast, simple, more secure computing
experience for people who spend most of their
time on the Web (see http://dev.chromium.
org/chromium-os).
Nathalie Rooseboom de Vries van Delft,
author of this month’s feature “The Ethics
Debate,” co-hosted a conference workshop on
software testing ethics, an intriguing subject
that affects virtually all of us at some point in
our careers. I shared the draft of her article
with my colleagues, as it addresses a number
of challenges that are pertinent to us—what
seemed “obvious and appropriate” to one
tester caused surprise and upset for another!
Van Delft invites you to read her article, then
join in the discussion online at http://www.
atfreeforum.com/funtestic/ to share your
opinions on the topic.
For more about testing expertise from abroad,
see “Global Connections” on the back page of
this issue.
Thanks for your time. Enjoy this issue’s fresh
ideas and insights.
Q
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The Fishing Maturity Model
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What if you were a fisherman?
What you do is simple: Every day, you go out, cast your nets,
bring in a few hundred pounds of fish. Minus the cost of gasoline
and maintenance on the boat, you make a decent living.
Enter Matt and Chris, The Management Consultants (TMC),
and our Fishing Maturity Model (FMM).
We at TMC point out that you’ve been running your business in
an ad hoc fashion—just motoring out into the water and dragging
the nets. You don’t really know if you are doing well, and you have
no plan for improvement. Not to worry—TMC is here to help.
We spell out the five levels of the fishing maturity model:
1 Chaotic. Fishing is a seat-of-the-pants, ad hoc,
made-up-as-we-go, improvised process.
2 Planned. The location and timing of your daily fishing
expeditions is scheduled. With knowledge of how you did for
the past two weeks, knowing you will go to the same places,
you can predict the size of your catch.
3 Managed. By taking your fishing process and standardizing
processes for how fast to drive the boat, how deep and how
quickly to let out the nets and so on, you can improve your
estimates over time.
4 Measured. You track your results over time, to determine
exactly how many pounds of fish are delivered at what time
with what processes.
5 Optimizing. Now, you experiment with different techniques
to see which technique yields more fish and which does not.
This is continuous improvement.

Sounds good, right? With a little work, this would make a pretty
good one-hour conference presentation. TMC could write a little
book, create a certification, start running conferences…
The problem? We have never fished with nets in our lives!
We have no idea what we are talking about. We made it all up by
inserting a process improvement framework over a specific activity.
It’s gunk; it’s garbage! Or is it?
Something Smells Fishy
The beauty of “maturity model mania”1 is that maturity models
may not be falsified. Maturity models say to do the same thing
every time, measure what you do, experiment, then do what works
best. How can you argue with that?
Of course, it’s good to evaluate changes to technique. But the
FMM assumes that unless you write everything down and define
it, no critical thinking is happening. According to this standard,
most world-champion fishers follow a chaotic process. You see,
the FMM can’t differentiate between “chaos” and “doing the work
in your head.”
Level one is not chaos. It would actually be more accurate to
refer to level one as “management doesn’t know what’s going on.”
We grant that is not a great place to be, but our suggestion to
improve that is to figure out what is going on, not create a bunch of
templates, process documents and measurements. As it happens,
defining knowledge work, and communicating it on paper, is
extremely challenging to do well, so the FMM turns out to be
a specific framework that introduces a series of wasteful and
expensive processes that do not pay off until level five.

As testers and quality experts, or as anyone doing knowledge work, it is our job not to be
fooled—not by the software, not by the project plan and especially not by the people in
suits with fancy ideas and PowerPoint presentations. If Forrest Gump wants to run a
successful fishing business, he probably wants to listen to just enough of the FMM
ideas to use his own good judgment and discern what parts of it to implement.
(On the other hand, if the guy actually fishes every day2 and has been wildly
successful, you might want to listen to him.)
There are a lot of bogus ideas in software development3. This is just a little
reminder to trust your instincts. Don’t be afraid to say, “I’m throwing this
one back.”
Happy April Fools’ Day!
DĂƩ,ĞƵƐƐĞƌĂŶĚŚƌŝƐDĐDĂŚŽŶ
ĂƌĞĐĂƌĞĞƌƐŽŌǁĂƌĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞƌƐ͕
ƚĞƐƚĞƌƐĂŶĚďůŽŐŐĞƌƐ͘DĂƩĂůƐŽ
ǁŽƌŬƐĂƚ^ŽĐŝĂůƚĞǆƚ͕ǁŚĞƌĞŚĞ
ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵƐƚĞƐƟŶŐĂŶĚƋƵĂůŝƚǇ
ĂƐƐƵƌĂŶĐĞĨŽƌƚŚĞĐŽŵƉĂŶǇ͛Ɛ
tĞďͲďĂƐĞĚĐŽůůĂďŽƌĂƟŽŶƐŽŌǁĂƌĞ͘

Q

1 “The Maturity Maturity Model” by Lee Copeland
http://www.stickyminds.com/sitewide.asp?Function=WEEKLYCOLUMN&ObjectId=6653
2 “The New Gorton’s Fisherman” video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XLkcPx4NgpA
3 “Confidence Games in Software Engineering” by Matthew Heusser
http://www.informit.com/articles/printerfriendly.aspx?p=456822
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T E S T I N G

Follow these ground rules, based on the author’s real-world
experience, to meet the challenges of END-TO-END testing.

^ŝŵŽŶ^ƚĞǁĂƌƚůŝǀĞƐŝŶ>ŽŶĚŽŶĂŶĚǁŽƌŬƐĂƐĂƐŽŌǁĂƌĞ
ĞŶŐŝŶĞĞƌŝŶƚĞƐƚĂƚ'ŽŽŐůĞ͘WƌĞǀŝŽƵƐůǇŚĞǁŽƌŬĞĚĂƚ
dŚŽƵŐŚƚtŽƌŬƐ͕ƐƉĞĐŝĂůŝǌŝŶŐŝŶĂŐŝůĞĂŶĚƚĞƐƚͲĚƌŝǀĞŶ
ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ͘,ŝƐŽƉĞŶͲƐŽƵƌĐĞĐŽŶƚƌŝďƵƟŽŶƐŶŽǁůĂƌŐĞůǇ
ĐĞŶƚĞƌŽŶtĞďƌŝǀĞƌ͕ƚŚĞďƌŽǁƐĞƌĂƵƚŽŵĂƟŽŶƉƌŽũĞĐƚ
ŝŶƚŚĞƉƌŽĐĞƐƐŽĨŵĞƌŐŝŶŐŝŶƚŽ^ĞůĞŶŝƵŵ͕ĨŽƌǁŚŝĐŚ
ŚĞŝƐƚŚĞƚĞĐŚŶŝĐĂůůĞĂĚ͘
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“All you have to do is help test this next-generation Web application.
The application uses cutting-edge technologies, and updates its UI using
oodles of AJAX and Javascript. Behind the scenes, there’s an Oracle database,
an LDAP server and a mail gateway, as well as IBM’s WebSphere MQ
for messaging with remote services. Oh—and all these moving parts
must mesh perfectly to give the user a flawless experience.”
My colleagues and I have taken this journey many times, each time attempting to apply our experiences to
find a better route through the thicket of end-to-end (e2e) testing challenges. What makes e2e so complex?
Testing a single piece of software is tough enough, but testing the entire application in context of a broader
enterprise system to ensure smooth integration and functionality for end users is even more challenging.

Here are some survival lessons we’ve learned along the way:



*HWLQYROYHGHDUO\ The first rule of surviving
end-to-end testing is to get involved early. On a
project using agile methodology, as a story is being
outlined, the QA team should volunteer test cases
that need to pass in order for the story to be complete.
The tests should be broken into “happy” and “sad”
cases, meaning that both the ideal path through the
application and the error cases are considered. In
other methodologies there is normally a chance for functional
requirements to be specified, and these can be derived from the
sorts of tests you want to run on the system.

By becoming involved early, the QA team can ensure that the
application has the hooks that will be needed for later testing,
and that potentially troublesome issues are considered from
the outset by the developers. Some might argue that adding
the hooks to make an application testable violates the YAGNI
(You Ain’t Going to Need It!) principle, but in a team practicing
strong test-driven development (TDD), very few, if any,
additional hooks will probably be needed to facilitate end-toend testing. For example, one team I knew started work on
stories by writing simple end-to-end tests that exercised the as
yet unwritten functionality. This meant there were no additional
hooks necessary when the QA team started its testing.



The close involvement of the QA team from the beginning
also has the pleasant side effect that the development and QA
teams can view each other as partners rather than adversaries.
Having a strong, respectful relationship between these two
parts of the team is advantageous, and opens routes to testing
the application that might otherwise be unavailable.



'RQ·WVWDUW\RXUWHVWLQJXQWLOWKHDSSOLFDWLRQ·V
GHSHQGHQFLHVDUHUHDG\ No matter when the
QA team gets involved with the project, be it at
the very start or as the project thunders toward
its release date, at some point there will be an
application that needs testing. This is where
the second rule of surviving end-to-end testing
comes into play: Don’t start your testing until
the application’s dependencies are ready.

On a complex application, such as the next-gen
Web app described at the start of this article, there’s a
plethora of integration points. These dependencies, outside
your application, may or may not be in a state that allows for
proper testing. The more integration points, the more likely
something will be down. It’s therefore logical to check any
dependencies before starting a test run. This checking can
be a manual process, but people are vivid, vital things and
checking an endless list of dependencies is a thoroughly
depressing way to spend time. It’s better, and shows more
humanity, to automate the procedure.
The way my teams have handled this has been to add
functionality to the application that performed an extensive
series of diagnostic tests. For example, as well as simply
checking that the database could be “pinged,” the diagnostics
also validated that the schema looked “as it should.” This
functionality was normally exposed via a URL, and the page
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returned presented either a simple “OK” message or a list
of failing checks. On one occasion, the developers amusingly
colored the “OK” green and the failed checks red as an homage
to the way unit testing frameworks often present success
and failure.
A status page such as this has wider utility than just providing
a way for a member of the QA team to verify that it’s possible
to run tests. The team deploying the app into production or
testing environments can use it as the first “sanity check”
of any new release. It can also provide a useful diagnostic
tool for those on call to help identify where the cause of a
support issue may lie.
Although it’s nice to have these things baked into the
application under test, it’s not essential. This is fortunate,
as not everyone has a development team that’s willing or able
to put together a single status page like that. What can be done
when this is the case? Most of these checks are relatively simple
(“Can I connect to this database? Can we reach that server?”)
and amenable to a small amount of simple programming.
The language to use for this programming depends largely
on how comfortable you are writing code, and how easy it
is for you to talk to the development team and enlist its help
and support. If you work closely with the developers, writing
these diagnostic tests in the same language they use will make
it simple for them to help out if you run into a particularly
thorny issue. They may also be able to guide you as you
become familiar with the tools they use. What’s more, I find it
fascinating to watch a skilled developer write code, especially
when the developer shows me tricks I didn’t realize existed.
Sometimes they have also demonstrated how to make the most
of libraries used by the application. One of my best experiences
with this approach was when I worked with a developer who
insisted I learn the keyboard shortcuts for the IDE. Although
it slowed me down at first, I quickly became able to write the
same amount of code considerably faster.
If you can’t get support from the development team, consider
scripting languages such as Python or Ruby. Both of these are
free, widely used, supported by extremely good documentation
and tutorials—not only online but in books—and offer a wide
range of libraries to simplify the tasks you’ll want to tackle.
When measured over the lifetime of a project, the time it takes
to write and maintain these automated dependency checks is
minimal. They’re more reliable than a person because they’re
never under pressure or tempted to skip a test of something
that’s “obviously” working, and they’re typically faster because
many checks can be run in parallel.



5XQ\RXUWHVWVDWGLIIHUHQWVFDOHV Despite the
automation, though, it’s still tedious to have to run
these checks before testing. This is where the third
rule of surviving end-to-end testing comes in: Run
your tests at different scales. The idea behind this
rule is to allow you to provide feedback as quickly
as possible to the developers, shortening the period
from when code is written to when a bug is fixed,
which helps reduce the cost of fixing the bug.

An example from the Java world: Database communication
is often handled using an API called JDBC, frequently with
an “Object Relational Mapper” such as Hibernate layered on
top. By being careful to avoid explicitly using functionality
that exists only in a particular database when developing the
application, it becomes possible to use a lighter, cheaper, less
capable database. The same approach can be followed for all
the pieces of the application, meaning that key pieces of the
software stack can be replaced for initial testing.
For this article’s project, although buying the licenses for all the
software used in the production environment is prohibitively
expensive, there are open-source alternatives that implement
the relevant standards, such as Jetty (a Java servlet container),
Hypersonic (an in-memory database) and Active MQ (which
implements the necessary parts of the JMS spec). All these are
easy for a developer to configure and have a small footprint,
meaning a fast start-up time, often measured in seconds,
for the whole application.
For some projects I’ve worked on, these sorts of canned
environments have been used extensively by the developers
and have proved very useful for a first, quick run-through
when a story was about to be completed. The developers would
start their lightweight environment and invite a member of the
QA team to quickly perform some exploratory testing of the
feature. This allowed the tester to quickly identify that there
was nothing egregiously wrong before the story was sent to
more formal testing.
I’ve also seen projects that take a more extreme approach
involving different “scales” of test environment, once or twice
a day deploying a build to an environment backed by the same
version of the database used in production, but still using an
open-source app server. This more closely models production
and helps the team identify obvious problems there. Again,
deployment times are fast and an extensive support team isn’t
needed to get the application up and running. Because only a
single external dependency changes between environments,
it’s easier to pinpoint the reason a test passed in one
environment but not in another.
Finally, the application is promoted to the user acceptance test
(UAT) environment, which uses the entire production stack
and may require a team of people to help with the deployments.
In many companies, the deployment team is also responsible
for deploying other applications being developed at the same
time, which means it could take more than a day to get a fresh
version of our application for a test run.
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By allowing fast deployment and making considered tradeoffs,
the test team is able to get a head start on its testing, identifying
issues faster and closer to development time than would
otherwise be the case. This approach also offers a clear “path to
production,” with risk managed along the way.
A complementary approach I’ve seen teams use successfully is
to “stub” or “mock” out the backends, replacing troublesome
or hard-to-obtain resources with simulators that return canned
responses, or which offer only a subset of the functionality of
the service for which they’re substituting.
So, we can deploy our app successfully and know it runs.
What’s next?



$XWRPDWHDVPXFKDVPDNHVVHQVHEXWQR
PRUH Sure, in a perfect world, testers would
do creative work, using exploratory testing to
identify hitherto unthought-of edge cases or
recognizing that the application just doesn’t “look
right.” Rule #4 for surviving end-to-end testing
edges us closer to that utopia: Automate as much
as makes sense, but no more.

A popular technique for quickly building a suite of automated
tests is to use a “record/playback” tool. The problem is that
automated tests developed using a recording tool tend to be
brittle. Change the flow of control through the application,
or rename a field, and there’s a potentially massive rats’ nest
of tests to re-record. Because of this, I favor tools that allow
tests to be expressed programmatically, perhaps using record/
playback just to help get a small number of initial tests in place.



$XWRPDWHDVPXFKDVPDNHVVHQVH
EXWQRPRUH Yes, tip #5 is the same as tip
#4—it’s so critical, it bears repeating. Of
course, writing and maintaining a large suite
of automated tests represents significant effort.
Anecdotally, it’s not uncommon for teams
adopting automated test software to sink a
disproportionate amount of resources into
keeping that software running cleanly, without
generating false negatives (which destroy trust in the results)
or false positives (which could allow bugs to enter production).
So the fifth rule of surviving end-to-end tests: Automate as
much as makes sense, but no more.
As a guideline, a good candidate for automation is a test that
can be expressed as a simple sequence of actions and basic
checks. Which tool you use for automation depends on your
requirements, but as mentioned above, I favor tools I can
control programmatically.
There’s a truism that the easiest line of code to maintain is
the line of code never written, so when automating end-toend tests consider how to minimize the number you need.
The first rule of thumb I apply when creating a test suite is
that the “happy path” (i.e., the core functionality through the
application) is, ideally, the most well-traveled, and a set of tests
for this is vital. In addition, some basic error checking of user
input is a good thing, but unless every field in your application
handles validation in a wildly different way, it’s best to use your
judgment about which pieces of user input require checking.

An example of a record/playback tool that allows for this
is Selenium IDE, which is an extension for Firefox (full
disclosure: I’m a developer on the Selenium project). The IDE
can output tests in any of a range of languages, including Ruby
and Python, C# and Java. Once converted to code, it becomes
possible to manage the tests more effectively. Other tools, such
as the WatiN Test Recorder, work in much the same way.

Once the happy path is automated, I like to identify areas in
the code where there’s a lot “churn,” and throw an additional
round of tests around them. Applying some basic code metrics
to the code base, such as measuring average method length,
cyclomatic complexity or a module’s “toxicity score,” can
highlight areas that would benefit from additional testing.
Finally, creating end-to-end tests that exercise each critical
or high-priority issue may make sense. Again, it’s a judgment
call whether doing this as an end-to-end test is feasible.

By converting the tests to code, it becomes possible to apply
good programming techniques. For example, if the flow of
control through the application changes and all the tests were
expressed in well-structured code, using Page Objects, it may
be possible to fix the entire test suite by making one relatively
small change. If developers have added hooks for testability to
the application under test, such as identifying important areas
of a page using the “id” attribute in HTML, it’s even possible to
change the UI without necessarily having to modify the tests.

End-to-end tests are among the slowest system tests.
To avoid having to wait until the heat-death of the universe
to complete them, it’s common to run end-to-end tests in
parallel. This means poor candidates for automated end-to-end
tests involve simulating the failure of external dependencies
(because of unwanted side effects) and tests that involve delicate
timing issues. Tests that are difficult to automate or for which
automation is unreliable should be considered for transfer to
the manual test list.

An important point: When automating tests, it’s vital that you
can remove unnecessary duplication, and remove, add or move
functionality. If your automation tool doesn’t support this,
you’re setting yourself up for too much test-suite maintenance.

Finally, the best way to reclaim time is to delete old tests.
Adopting a data-driven approach here can help you identify
which tests to delete. One useful metric here is “code coverage,”
the percentage of your code base exercised by tests in your
system. Generally, the lower the percentage of code covered
by your tests, the less useful the tests. Paradoxically, however,
high coverage may not indicate good tests because the number
indicates only that a certain code path was taken, not that the
software exhibited the correct behavior. Still, you can factor
this information into your decisions.
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Coverage is one of the levers available to us as a test team to
encourage the development team to shoulder some of the
burden. This is where forging a strong working relationship
with the development team pays off. No one wants an endless
cycle of code/test/find major issues/code again; it’s a waste of
resources, time and patience. If the development team can
write effective integration or unit tests that help maintain good
coverage, we can start to reduce the number of end-to-end tests
that must be written. Because unit and integration tests run so
much more quickly and can model a wider range of difficult
conditions, such as network outages, there are often many
more unit and integration tests than end-to-end tests.

There is extensive documentation on how to perform
effective exploratory testing of an application, and I’ve
spent my career striving to become better at automation
(what can I say—it’s fun!), so I’ll point you to the fine works
of James Bach (http://www.satisfice.com) and Michael Bolton
(http://www.developsense.com) to provide a starting point
for your own reading.

) LQGDQRWKHUZD\WRWHVWWKHFRGH
Code coverage leads us to the sixth rule for
surviving end-to-end testing: Find another way
to test the code. As we’ve mentioned, end-toend tests are inherently the most unstable tests
in your entire system. They also have a nasty
habit of being the longest running, and may
also be the least amenable to parallelization.
If we can get the same benefits without relying
on end-to-end tests, we can reduce the time to confirm that
a build works as promised, and ultimately reduce the time to
put the application in front of users (surely why we’re writing
the application in the first place).

Taking the example of validating user input, one way to ensure
that we have good coverage would be to write a suite of endto-end tests. But input validation can often be a very light task,
performed once in the Javascript of the application and again
when the data has been sent to the server. Developers could
quickly write a set of unit tests, which run in a fraction of the
time as the end-to-end tests, that verify the inputs validate as
they should. You could even work with a developer to help get
these tests written; even if you’re not coding, you can suggest
good test cases.



'HOHWHWKHWHVWVWKDWDUHQRORQJHUUHOHYDQW
We’ve mentioned it briefly above, but once your
test coverage is higher from a blend of testing
techniques, applied at different layers, it’s time to
delete the tests that are no longer relevant.
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 RH[SORUDWRU\WHVWLQJ The amount of
'
automation suggested by our approach to
end-to-end testing has one purpose: to reduce
the cycle times of the script-based testing,
allowing you to focus on what you’re best at—
applying your knowledge and experience to
interactive tests, to uncover the harder-to-find
problems. Which brings us to the next rule of
survival in end-to-end testing: Do exploratory
testing. We can automate application testing a huge amount,
but exploring unusual routes through the application or
identifying strange rendering issues is something humans
are ideally suited to do.



 RQ·WUHO\VROHO\RQ\RXUDXWRPDWHGWHVWV
'
And finally, a word of warning: There’s always a
danger that all this automation is not doing what
you think it should be doing, the results may be
incorrect or misleading, or we might even be
testing the wrong thing entirely. So the last tip
to survive end-to-end testing? Don’t rely solely
on your automated tests. They’ve cleared the way,
but a quick sanity check—walking through
the happy path (and perhaps more) of your application before
deployment—can save you and your team, and your company
or client, an awful lot of embarrassment instead of the praise
and potential promotions you’d anticipated!

O

“No one wants an endless cycle of code/test/find
major issues/code again; it’s a waste of resources,
time and patience.”
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Risk-Based Testing

ǇEĞŝůWĂŶĚŝƚ

Risk-Based Testing:
A Visual Approach
The winner of the Logica Triple Star Award for Innovation at EuroSTAR
2009 shares highlights of his showstopping presentation on RBT.

“RBT is geared toward
developing an objective
technique to prioritize the
testing effort, with a view to
reducing the overall testing
effort, while minimizing any
increase in risk exposure
to the organization.”
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G

iven today’s trend
toward reduced
budgets, limited
resources and
a growing need to
deliver projects faster,
project managers and
stakeholders alike are increasingly
keen to take the risk-based testing
(RBT) approach. RBT’s benefits—
lower testing costs through
targeted testing and reduced
risk of failure in production—
are easily promoted.
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RBT is geared toward developing
an objective technique to prioritize
the testing effort, with a view to
reducing the overall testing effort,
while minimizing any increase in
risk exposure to the organization.
This makes it an ideal approach
to projects where availability of
time, money and people is limited.
Unfortunately, however, there are
misconceptions about the use and
objectives of RBT that lead to it
being perceived as “taboo” within
some organizations.

Below you’ll find primary points
from the presentation I delivered at
EuroSTAR 2009 entitled “A Visual
Approach to Risk-Based Integration
Testing.” The visual approach
highlights potential risks using colors
annotated onto a system architecture
diagram resulting in the creation of
a “heatmap.” The process considers
both the business impacts and
technical complexities of the systems,
with the architecture diagram being
mutually agreed on by all the project
stakeholders. We’ll also discuss some
of the misconceptions and problems
encountered when using RBT and
other testing areas where the heatmap
concept can be applied.

Dual Views

First, though, consider this relevant
observation that highlights why two
key project roles—developer and
business user—have very different
perspectives on RBT. This observation,
together with the consequences
mentioned below, is the primary
reason for developing this unique
approach to RBT.
A developer who applies a risk-based
approach to unit testing or unit
integration testing will tend to focus
on the technical nature and complexity
of the modules or solution. As far as
the developer is concerned, the highest
risk will be in areas considered new,
unstable or technically complex. The
developer’s focus when applying a riskbased approach to testing is therefore
more at a technical level rather
than on any knowledge of business
criticality of the functionality being
developed. If asked where the system
integration or user acceptance testers
should focus their testing efforts, the
developer would generally point to the
technically complex areas, as these are
believed to be of highest risk.
However, these technically complex
areas are of little importance to the

business user, whose focus will tend to
be on ensuring that the critical business
processes required to keep the business
operational are functioning correctly.
This difference in focus can result
in two parties with very different
perceptions of risk and how testing
might mitigate that risk with both
developer and business user having
supposedly performed a risk-based
approach to testing, leading to two
serious consequences:
1. The business user encounters
a critical defect in an area of
functionality not tested by the
developer because the functionality
was perceived as having a low
technical likelihood of failure.
2. The business user doesn’t test a
“noncritical” process and so fails
to detect a defect in a technically
complex area that the developer
expected the business user to have
tested, resulting in unanticipated
production problems.
Typically, many RBT approaches are
biased toward only the business impact
of failure and ignore the technical
likelihood of failure.
At a client where we observed these
behaviors, both the business and
technical teams found the number
of “noncritical” technical production
defects and the level of instability
in the systems they were testing so
overwhelming that it significantly
impacted the business. This was despite
the business users having tested the
“critical” processes based on business
impact. The inability to fully grasp
the benefits RBT can provide and the
further amplification of problems that
may arise during system integration
and user acceptance testing lead
us into a discussion of common
misconceptions about RBT.



Clarifying Common
RBT Misconceptions
]RBT objectives. The goals of RBT
often vary among participants
within organizations and tend to
be misunderstood. Testers typically
use RBT to mitigate risk while
reducing overall testing effort;
project managers aim to reduce costs
without compromising on quality;
however, those on the business
side may view RBT as a way for
the project team to do less testing,
thereby increasing overall risk.
]Software delivery independence.
Contrary to popular belief, the
RBT approach can’t be developed
independently of software delivery.
You can prioritize the order of
execution, but if your development
partner subsequently delivers
your systems and components in a
different order, both the scheduling
and effectiveness of your test
execution may be affected adversely.
]No defects in later test phases.
There’s a misconception that
RBT will find all the major defects,
so those involved tend to be greatly
surprised when a high-severity
defect is discovered in user
acceptance testing (UAT).
The critical issues here:
1. RBT is risk-based—some risks,
and therefore potential defects,
will remain after testing.
2. But even a major-severity defect
may reside in a noncritical system
or process without causing harm.
Still, the business perceives this
lingering defect as a failure of RBT.

RBT Troublespots
Testing of major system integration
projects can present numerous
challenges beyond the misconceptionsrelated concerns discussed above.
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Risk-Based Testing

For example:
]Obtaining an objective
risk assessment of multiple
integrated systems. It may be
straightforward to apply an
RBT approach when testing a
single system, as this usually
involves a single technical/
business resource assessing the
risks. But with a large number
of systems and interfaces and
many resources involved, it’s
tougher to objectively assess
the risks of system failure.
]Focus is on systems, not interfaces.
During RBT application, the
focus tends to be on systems,
so interfaces and data transfers
can be inadvertently overlooked.
Often, the business users may
not know that data is being
transferred, as they may not be
aware of the lower-level technical
architecture for data transference
from one system to another.
This may result in too much
emphasis being placed on testing
individual systems and not
enough on testing the interfaces.


]Reporting focuses on number
of scripts executed, not risks
mitigated. Although execution
is risk-based, progress reporting
tends to continue to focus on the
number of scripts that have been
run. Typically, project managers
are still looking for how many
scripts have been run, rather
than the risks that have been
mitigated. Progress reporting also
lacks visible representation to key
stakeholders and clarity over where
the problem systems or interfaces
are within the architecture or
process. Stating in a weekly
report that the interface between
system X and system Y is not
working means very little when out
of context with the overall end-toend business process.
An approach I’ve applied
successfully uses the concept
of heatmaps, which take
into consideration both the
misconceptions and broader
challenges described above, to test
large system integration projects.

Heatmaps:
A Graphic Solution
A heatmap is a visual
representation of data or
information through the use
of colors. This method of
communication is accessible to
all user levels and is used in many
sectors outside of software testing.
Where have you seen them before?
No doubt you’ve seen weather
maps that use different colors to
indicate varying temperatures and
precipitation in different geographic
regions. Stock followers are likely to
be familiar with charts where blue
means share values are rising and
red means they’re falling.
At Sopra Group, we apply
heatmaps to RBT to provide a
visual representation of the testing
priorities through the use of colors.
We use the system architecture
diagram as the basis of our
heatmap for each project, as that’s
the most commonly understood
diagram on any project.

A heatmap is a visual
representation of data or
information through the use of colors.
This method of communication is
accessible to all user levels and is
used in many sectors outside of
software testing.
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Getting Started
Our first activity is to obtain the system architecture diagram.
(See Figure 1 for an example.)
Broker
Sales System

MQ

Campaign
Creation
System

Intranet

Internet
Campaign
Manager

Policy and Client
Converter

Marketing
Campaign

Customer
Database

Policy Printing
System

Client System

Printing &
Distribution
System

Figure 1: Building Block.
The system architecture
diagram serves as the
foundation of each
RBT heatmap.

Policy Management
System

We then set up a workshop with the technical experts
or owners of the systems to get an understanding of the
technical complexities and risks of failure of the systems
and interfaces so we can annotate these onto the diagram
using colors. The principle is to apply different colors to
indicate different priority levels to the system architecture
diagram to demonstrate the technical likelihood of failure.
This provides a technical heatmap based on four
priority levels (using four different colors) such that
critical technical risks may be related to: a new system
or interfaces being created; unstable existing production
systems; new technology/supplier; and so on. A low
likelihood would be where there were minor or no
changes to a system or interface or where a system
or interface had a low production defect history.



Having created the technical heatmap, we set up another
workshop with the business areas to understand the critical
business processes and map this to the system architecture
diagram. We then perform the same four-level prioritization
exercise with the remainder of the systems to agree on a
prioritized business impact of the systems and interfaces.
A critical priority system may be one where failure incurs
a significant regulatory fine or has direct financial/customer
or reputational impact. A low-severity impact may be a
system or interface with manual workarounds that can be
put in place immediately or internal systems and interfaces
that are not customer-facing.
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Risk-Based Testing

The primary benefit of using
heatmaps is that they enable
you to graphically prioritize and focus
your system integration testing.

So at this point we have a system architecture diagram with the technical likelihood of failure and an architecture
diagram with the business impacts of failure of each system and interface. Using a matrix as shown below, we
take the business and technical priorities for each system and combine them into an overall prioritized approach.
So, for instance, a system considered high (orange) from a technical risk perspective and high (orange) from a
business impact perspective will have its overall rating increased to a critical (red) rating. (See Figure 2.)

Figure 2: The Matrix.
A simple way to prioritize business and technical risk.

Business
Impact
Critical

High

Medium

Low

Low

2

1

4

3

Medium

High

Critical

Technical Risk

This gives us a combined system architecture diagram. (See Figure 3.)
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Figure 3: Red Alert.
The combined system architecture diagram melds the previous graphics, highlighting high-risk areas for testing.
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Client System

RBT Priority
Critical
High

Policy Printing
System

Medium

Policy Management
System

Low

We end up with a final combined, agreed-on diagram
that takes not only the business impact into consideration
but also the technical complexities of the solution. This
addresses the needs of the business users but also addresses
the concerns of the technical side that testing focus on
potentially less stable areas.
This diagram also shows us that the areas of focus for testing
must be on the broker sales system, customer database
and policy management system as well as three critical
interfaces. We’ll test other lesser-priority systems and
interfaces along the way as part of any end-to-end test,
but it’s most critical to understand the systems and
interfaces that form the primary focus of our testing.
This approach assures that we’re also looking at the technical
risks of failure, rather than simply testing a system or
interface because the business has identified it as critical.

Heatmap Benefits
The visual approach to RBT described above offers many
advantages. Foremost among them, it:



]Highlights the core elements of the RBT approach
visually. The primary benefit of using heatmaps is that
they enable you to graphically prioritize and focus your
system integration testing.
]Provides ease of understanding for all stakeholders.
It’s a simple method of communicating the RBT approach
to all stakeholders, including those who don’t have much
testing knowledge.
]Incorporates technical risk into test design. Heatmaps
provide a clear focus on test design of scripts, ensuring
that the scripts created cover the maximum number of
hotspots while incorporating the technical risks. Your
test design will still cover lower-priority systems, but
you can adapt so you’re not spending significant time
identifying data variants in lower-priority areas of the
integrated system.
]Provides risk-based reporting against specific interfaces
and systems. Heatmaps allow you to provide visual
progress reports on specific interfaces and systems.
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5 Top Takeaways
]Agree on the objectives of your

RBT project. Organizations will
continue to use RBT, but if it’s
not applied correctly, it will be
disregarded by the same people
it’s intended to benefit (project
managers, business users and
other stakeholders).

]Ensure effective focus of system

integration testing. We need
more effective focus on our system
integration efforts, as poorly
planned system integration testing
and incorrect or lack of sharp
focus could result in wasted
time and resources.

]Consider using heatmaps. This

method can provide an objective,
risk-based, visual approach
to system integration testing,
combining technical risk with
business impact.

]Use RBT to ensure a common

understanding. RBT helps bring
clarity to stakeholders with regard
to what has and has not been
tested, and can allow you to
provide visual progress reports.

]Don’t go it alone. Perhaps the most
important point to remember: Any
RBT approach, including heatmaps,
can’t be performed by testing in
isolation, so it’s essential to get
full buy-in from business subjectmatter experts, developers and
other technical staff. This process
is about getting all relevant parties
involved from the outset to achieve
common objectives in terms of
scope, priority and focus of your
system integration testing. Make
the most of it!

EĞŝůWĂŶĚŝƚ;ŶƉĂŶĚŝƚΛƵŬ͘ƐŽƉƌĂŐƌŽƵƉ͘ĐŽŵͿŝƐĂƐĞŶŝŽƌ
ƚĞƐƚĐŽŶƐƵůƚĂŶƚĂƚ^ŽƉƌĂ'ƌŽƵƉ͕ƉƌŽǀŝĚŝŶŐĐŽŶƐƵůƚĂŶĐǇ
ĂŶĚƚŚŽƵŐŚƚůĞĂĚĞƌƐŚŝƉĂĐƌŽƐƐĂůůŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇƐĞĐƚŽƌƐ͘
tŝƚŚϭϰǇĞĂƌƐ͛/dĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ͕ƚŚĞůĂƐƚŶŝŶĞǇĞĂƌƐŚĞ
ŚĂƐƐƉĞĐŝĂůŝǌĞĚŝŶƚĞƐƚŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚĂŶĚĐŽŶƐƵůƚĂŶĐǇ͘
^ƚĂƌƟŶŐŚŝƐĐĂƌĞĞƌŝŶĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ͕WĂŶĚŝƚƌĂƉŝĚůǇ
ƉƌŽŐƌĞƐƐĞĚĨƌŽŵŵĂŶĂŐŝŶŐƚĞƐƟŶŐƚĞĂŵƐƚŽƐĞŶŝŽƌ
ƚĞƐƚŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚƌŽůĞƐĨŽƌŵĂũŽƌĮŶĂŶĐŝĂůŝŶƐƟƚƵƟŽŶƐ
ĂŶĚƐǇƐƚĞŵŝŶƚĞŐƌĂƚŽƌƐ͘,ĞŝƐĐƵƌƌĞŶƚůǇŝŶǀŽůǀĞĚŝŶƚŚĞ
ƉƌĂĐƟĐĂůĂƉƉůŝĐĂƟŽŶŽĨŚŝƐƌŝƐŬͲďĂƐĞĚƚĞƐƟŶŐĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ͘
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Consider This
To apply this technique successfully,
you must be aware of the following
considerations and challenges typically
encountered throughout the process:
]Obtaining buy-in from subjectmatter experts and technical
resources. This is not an activity
testers can do in isolation—you need
full buy-in from the business users
and technical architects, who, ideally,
will be required to attend related
workshops. This requires them to
get away from their “day jobs” and
focus on the project at hand.
]Understanding impact of IT-driven
processes. Some activities aren’t
business-led and may be omitted
from the assessment. These include
maintenance, updating rating tables
and postcoding tables run by separate
IT teams, which could have a major
impact on system functionality
if failed, yet aren’t shown in the
architecture diagram or identified
as a business process.
]Achieving consensus on organizational
business impact. It can be tempting
for some business areas to exaggerate
the organizational impact of systems
failure as they don’t want to support
unstable processes. If this results
in additional business resources
performing corrective action or manual
workarounds, budgets may also need
protection. My experience has shown
that some personalities exaggerate the
impact of certain issues in order to
have their business areas tested more
extensively, without considering the
wider organizational impact.
]Ensuring use of up-to-date system
architecture diagrams. We need to
ensure that the architecture diagrams
include all systems used by the business
and not just those supported by IT.
These may not include bespoke systems
that are potentially created/purchased
by the business or even redundant
systems no longer supported by IT
but still being used by the business!
]Lack of availability of fully integrated
test environments. Finally, while use
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of the systems architecture diagram
is ideal for RBT, it’s not always
feasible to create a fully integrated
test environment. The alternatives,
such as test harnesses and manual
checking of files, must be assessed
when planning an RBT approach, as
use of substitute systems may impact
the risk assessment itself.

Other Heatmap Uses
We’ve focused primarily on using
heatmaps for system integration, but
the same technique can be applied
successfully to other areas. For instance:
]Prioritization of system testing.
We have applied this approach at a
system integration level, but you can
also use it to prioritize any lowerlevel testing, such as system testing,
ensuring maximum coverage within
the specific systems.
]Application to third-party software.
We can also apply this to third-party
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
products, where typically a client will
make use of core/default functionality
as well as require an element of
bespoke changes/configuration.
If the areas of change are highlighted
on a module map, you can quickly
see where you need to prioritize
your testing efforts.
]Prioritization of defect fixing. We
can use the testing priority of systems
and interfaces highlighted during the
exercise to help determine the priority
of both project and production defects.
]Regression testing prioritization.
By identifying prioritized business
processes and doing end-to-end tests,
you can also determine what to include
in your regression pack.
]Reassessing RBT for incremental
developments. When it comes to
incremental developments, your
RBT approach may vary because
you’ll have new systems and interfaces
being developed for each increment.
If an increment adds new interfaces
and functionality, you can revisit the
heatmap to consider the impact of
the changes. Q
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SCOTT BARBER
Principles of Black Box Software Testing

Performance Testing Software Systems

2-Day Course: $1,395

3-Day Course: $1,895

Testing is not just about finding bugs, it’s about finding
the presence or absence of important bugs in the most
critical area of the application, with limited time and
resources, and conclusively enough for project leaders
and other stakeholders to make informed business decisions
about the project and the product. To accomplish all of this,
a tester needs more than just skills in testing techniques,
test design, and test execution. A tester must also possess
skills in identifying what things matter to whom, what can
and cannot be accomplished given the time and resources
available, and how to report what they find in a manner
that is most likely to contribute to the overall success of
the project.

Any approach to performance testing needs to focus
on collecting the data necessary both to assist the
development team in identifying, prioritizing, and
tuning areas of sub-optimal performance and to assist
stakeholders in making sound business decisions related
to performance risks. This unique three-day workshop
introduces a heuristic approach to performance testing
software systems that focuses on mitigating risks to the
business and satisfying end users in commercially driven
software development environments.

In this 2-day course, you will learn four foundational
concepts that will enable you to apply your current skills
in testing techniques, test design, and test execution more
effectively, efficiently, and successfully.
Through lecture, experiential case studies, examples,
and interactive exercises, you will be exposed to and apply
skills related to the Impossibility of Complete Testing, the
Oracle Problem, the Mission of Testing, and Bug Advocacy.
The research underlying this course has been partially
funded by grants from the National Science Foundation.
Current NSF funding comes from NSF CCLI Award No.
0717613, “Adaptation & Implementation of an ActivityBased Online or Hybrid Course in Software Testing.”
The views expressed in this course are those of the authors and
instructors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the NSF.
What You Will Learn
Basic terminology and rational controversy over
definitions of common terms and concepts in the field.
The concept of oracles and how to apply multiple oracle
heuristics to your work
How to estimate and explain the size of a testing
problem and how to adjust your focus from
narrow technical problems to broader
business problems
How to identify the differences among
bugs and how to capture those differences
in your bug reports
How to write bug reports more
persuasively while considering
the interests and concerns of
your audience
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Because this workshop emphasizes tool agnostic exercises,
it is both challenging for experienced performance testers
and enlightening for new performance testers. The workshop
provides hands-on demonstrations and exercises as well
as portable heuristics that you can easily take back to the
office and use to train other testers, developers, managers,
and executives in some of the most critical and challenging
aspects of performance testing software systems.
What You Will Learn
Nine core principles found in most successful
performance testing projects
Concise, universal heuristics and models for rapid
application of those principles
How to determine and apply oracles to software
system performance criteria
How to apply the core principles to your team’s
development process
How to plan ahead without reducing your ability
to react to change
How to communicate performance testing concepts
to non-performance testers
How to rapidly design performance tests
that will achieve your performance
testing objectives

DAWN HAYNES
Strategic Software Test Planning

How to Break Software: Applied

2-Day Course: $1,395

3-Day Course: $1,895

This 2-day interactive workshop focuses on test planning
and management. Emphasizing the idea that testing is an
information service, this course gives software test leads
and managers a framework for guiding the test effort to
provide accurate, relevant, and timely information to enable
project decision makers to steer the project and reduce risk.
At the heart of this course is a case study that prompts
participants to plan the test effort for a fictional project.

Most testers report that the most significant and severe
bugs that they find are the result of following their intuition
as a bug-hunter vs. following the test plans and scripts
developed from requirements or specifications. Furthermore,
most testers report that their test plans and strategies are
heavily biased toward confirming functionality as opposed
to finding the kind of reliability and robustness issues that
commonly jeopardize the ultimate success of the software.
This course has been designed to help you harness your
native skill as a bug-hunter to improve your entire testing
program by providing you with a means to gauge your
software’s reliability and robustness.

Course Outline
Setting the Context
Testing as an information service
Identifying stakeholders, risks, and information
The Test Process
Identify test levels and types and the relationship
between test types
How the development process affects the testing
process and examples of the processes
The Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle applied to testing
Test Activities
Determining test activities to be performed and finding
the right balance of testing activities for your project
Manual v. Automated testing and Scripted v.
Exploratory testing
Resources
People
Hardware and software
Budget
Estimates and Schedules
Bottom up v. top down scheduling and prioritizing
The Delphi method of estimation
Test cycles
Estimates, probabilities, and risk
Creating the Test Plan
Writing a test plan that stakeholders will read
Getting agreement

During this hands-on 3-day course, we will review all
of the attacks in the book How to Break Software (James A.
Whittaker, 2003) and execute several. Be sure to bring your
laptop! You’ll learn an applied and non-rigid approach to
test software for common reliability and robustness bugs.
This course will teach you how to implement attacks at a
tactical level as well as how to integrate them into your test
strategy as a cornerstone to your overall testing program.
Additionally, you’ll be introduced to several methods
to identify and design attacks specific to your current
application, and generally enable you to make your bughunting activities a deliberate part of your testing strategy.
This workshop is presented in an interactive format where
each topic has a hands-on component so that you can explore
the testing techniques and software tools using real software.
What You Will Learn
How to harness your existing skill as a bug-hunter
into your overall test strategy
Several widely applicable software attacks for finding
common classes of software bugs detectable from a
variety of application interfaces, including:
Inputs and Outputs from the User Interface
Data and Computation from the User Interface
File System Interface
Software/OS Interface

Guiding the Testing Effort
Coordinating test efforts and advocating for bug fixes
Mid-course corrections

How to identify the goals of the test effort and align
your testing with those goals

Measuring and Reporting Progress
Metrics
The project dashboard and formal test results reports

Approaches to identifying and designing attacks
specifically to mitigate risks related to your application

The Test Manager as Advisor
Diagnosing project problems
Better testing, worse quality?
Delivering bad news and facilitating difficult decisions

How to find more of those critical, but hard-to-find bugs

About tools that can be used to simplify or enhance
your reliability and robustness bug-hunting
ips for implementing this kind of testing into your
test strategy

Wrap-up
Summary and next steps

www.regonline.com/STPTrainingSpring

877.257.9531 
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ELISABETH HENDRICKSON and DALE EMERY
Introduction to Agile Testing

Agile Testing Practices Immersion

2-Day Course: $1,395

3-Day Course: $1,895

When a software development team adopts an agile
process such as scrum or XP, QA team members often find
that their traditional practices no longer fit the new context.
Extensive up-front test planning and design, heavyweight test
documentation, and formal entrance and exit criteria all serve
a traditional context well, but become an impediment in
an agile environment.

This 3-day intensive class provides an in-depth exploration
of agile testing practices, including acceptance test driven
development (ATDD), automated regression testing,
continuous integration, and exploratory testing. In this
class, you will experience these practices through
demonstrations and hands-on exercises.

In this 2-day class, you’ll discover the core principles of
agile and how those principles relate to software testing.
The core of the class is a paper-based simulation
(no programming required) that gives you an opportunity
to experience a full agile transition in a matter of hours.
In a series of iterations, the team will attempt to deliver a
product that the customer is willing to buy. Each successful
delivery generates revenue for the company. But as with real
projects, producing a working product on a tight schedule
can be challenging.
Throughout the simulation, the team will reflect on key
events and adjust practices to increase agility for the next
iteration. As a result, you’ll learn to apply the principles of
visibility, feedback, communication, and collaboration to
increase the rate of delivery, while still developing software
in a sustainable way.
What You Will Learn:
A visceral understanding of agile, and in particular the
shifting role of the test/QA function in agile development
A deep understanding of the principles and terminology
of agile testing
How test and QA professionals are in a unique position
to contribute in an agile context

The class begins with a deep plunge into acceptance test
driven development. In ATDD, the whole team collaborates
on defining acceptance tests as a part of the requirements
process. Those tests become part of the definition of “Done”
for a given feature or story. The implementation team then
automates those tests by writing code to wire the natural
language tests to the software during development. The
result: the acceptance tests become executable requirements.
In this class, we will explore ATDD through a demonstrationbased exercise in which the instructor implements a feature
in an existing sample system, driving development with
ATDD. You, along with the other participants, will define the
feature by specifying the acceptance tests. Along the way, we
will explore what makes a test automation tool suitable (or
not) for an agile context. We will also examine the difference
between ATDD, a team practice related to requirements, and
test driven development (TDD), a development practice, and
we’ll explore the roll of both ATDD- and TDD-generated tests
in the continuous integration workflow. You’ll learn not just
how ATDD and TDD work, but also how the test/QA function
contributes to these efforts.
A result of automation is that it frees testers to do the more
interesting, more challenging, and absolutely essential
exploratory testing, a style of testing that involves exploring
the system while simultaneously designing and executing
tests, using feedback from the last test to inform the next.
Exploratory testing reveals surprises, risks, vulnerabilities,
and implications of interactions that no one ever considered.
It can also help the team discover misunderstandings about
what the software is supposed to do. You’ll learn how to do
exploratory testing in an agile context, including designing
tests on the fly using variables, models, and heuristics, and
how to manage exploratory testing with chartering and
session-based testing.
What You Will Learn:

Join us April 19 -23, 2010
in San Mateo, CA

The core agile testing practices and how they address
common risks in software development
How to implement a feature using the full ATDD cycle
What makes a test automation tool or framework
“agile-friendly”
How to apply exploratory testing in an agile context
How to conduct exploratory testing with charters
and sessions
How testing-related activities fit into the overall
team workflow in an agile environment
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STP Collaborative members
save up to $100 per course!

REGISTER TODAY!
www.regonline.com/STPTrainingSpring

877.257.9531

STP Collaborative is the leading community for the software test and QA profession.
STP Collaborative provides its members with the latest news and information, education and
training, and valuable opportunities for professional networking and knowledge-sharing.
For as little as $99, you can become a member of STP Collaborative
and save up to $200 when you register for two training courses.
Visit www.stpcollaborative.com/membership and join us today!

Marriott San Mateo
1770 South Amphlett Blvd.
San Mateo, CA 94402
650.653.6000
www.sanmateomarriott.com

All STP training courses will take place at the Marriott San Mateo. A special discounted rate of
$169.00 single/double occupancy has been reserved for event participants. Call 650.653.6000
and reference STP Training.
Hotel rooms are expected to sell out, so please reserve your room as soon as possible.
This special event rate will be available until March 26, 2010 or until they sell out.
This 11-acre San Francisco airport hotel combines the look and feel of a first-class San Francisco
luxury resort with the efficiency of Silicon Valley’s state-of-the-art technology and amenities.
This is the ideal hotel for San Francisco and San Mateo California business and leisure travel.
10 minutes from San Francisco International Airport; less than 30 minutes from San Jose Airport
Complimentary Airport shuttle available: 5am to 9pm – every hour
Less than 30 minutes from Golden Gate Bridge, Chinatown, Pier 39, Alcatraz,
Union Square, Fisherman’s Wharf and Half Moon Bay
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,

magine this: It’s Monday morning. You’re
browsing through office e-mail when a
colleague comes in to show off his new
hairdo—one that looks as if the gardener
was practicing his trimming skills on your
friend’s head—and to ask what you think of
it. Now, you have several options: You can
tell the truth, which will certainly earn you a
reputation as an oaf. You can tell a “white lie” and say you
like it. Or you can be “economical” with the truth, saying
something like, “It’s unique,” or, “It defines you”—this
third approach keeps you honest yet inoffensive.
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Most of us probably choose the last option in most cases,
if only to preserve peace on the work floor. But what
happens when a similar situation occurs regarding a
software testing project? It’s easy to say: “As a tester I
always tell the truth,” but is it that simple to do? Testers
typically test “bad” or erroneous situations, but can we
break the law to meet our test goals when the software
under test is a system that regulates law? What happens
in the case of anonymized data, especially when it comes
to the Dutch or U.K.’s Data Protection Act and other data
protection regulations?

V'HEDWH
ǇEĂƚŚĂůŝĞZŽŽƐĞďŽŽŵĚĞsƌŝĞƐǀĂŶĞůĨƚ

A discussion forum launched by one of Europe's
preeminent testers is laying the groundwork for what could
ultimately lead to an international software testing code of conduct.

In the Netherlands, for instance, there is a system under
development called Digital Medical File that enables healthcare practitioners to access a patient’s medical information
from anywhere in the country. One of the requirements,
derived directly from the Dutch data security act, states that
this information is only to be seen by practitioners currently
treating the patient. Testing the unauthorized access, even
using anonymized data (assuming that data is not your own
medical information) is breaking the law.
In my work as a tester I’ve often encountered situations in
which I could have used a “Software Testing Act” to provide



community-accepted guidelines to ethical good practice.
Because despite believing that my perceptions would lead
consistently to the most incorruptible option, I discovered
that my frame of reference wasn’t always the same as others’.
To address these and related concerns I set up an online
forum where testers debate topics of software testing ethics.
The goal isn’t necessarily to establish a Software Testing Act
per se, but to stimulate discussion and gather information
and opinions toward reaching an accepted “software testing
code of conduct” testers can use as a guide, to our benefit
and that of our clients.

ZZZVWSFROODERUDWLYHFRP29

So consider this article food for thought, then join the
conversation online (go to the Ethics Debate forum
at www.funtestic.nl, or on Twitter, add the hashtag
#SWTestEthics) and share your views on the subject.

:KDW,V¶(WKLFV·$Q\ZD\"
Exactly what is ethics? Various dictionaries define it
differently: It’s the study of what is morally right and
what is not. It’s a branch of philosophy that seeks to
address questions about morality—concepts like good
and bad, right and wrong, justice, virtue and so on.
It’s a mindset that motivates actions—in essence,
“the ends justify (or don’t justify) the means.”
Ethics plays an important role not only in philosophy
but in theology, medical science and other areas.
Applied ethics is a set of ethics related to a certain area
of expertise or a particular part of human life. Here,
we’re talking specifically about ethics related to software
testing, to keep our discussion manageable and relevant.
(The broader specialty known as computer ethics covers
some of the same ground, such as data and its relation
to privacy, but its practitioners also explore wider-scope
topics, like the impact of computers on society.)
So what sorts of approaches, attitudes and behaviors are
generally perceived by our community of testers to be
ethical? What can we agree on to be accepted practice,
what is clearly right or wrong, moral or immoral, black
or white, and where can we tolerate shades of gray?
When I first set up the Ethics Debate discussion forum,
in early 2008, I got very little response; although many
testers found the subject intriguing, they were reluctant
to participate. Eventually I found out why—I hadn’t
made clear that some of the discussion scenarios I’d
set up were purely theoretical. Some people thought
they reflected my true actions and opinions, and were
appalled. “How could a tester think and act like
that? Doesn’t she have any professional integrity?”
Apparently I had struck an ethical nerve!
This strengthened my resolve to pursue the subject, but
in a clearer way. By giving testers the freedom to explore
controversial situations from different viewpoints, in a
safe environment where they wouldn’t be judged or held
accountable, I’ve discovered that people enjoy sharing
their opinions openly and honestly, without fear of
personal or professional backlash.
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Following are five sample ethics statements, each
followed by “right” and “wrong” contentions, and a brief
analysis of the discussion that has taken place thus far
on the Ethics Debate forum. I’ve chosen these examples
because they’ve elicited the liveliest, most thoughtprovoking and, often, entertaining debate, on the site and
in my offline conversations with other testers. I invite you
to get a taste for the topics here, then join us online and
post some ethics scenarios of your own (reality-based or
purely theoretical) for your peers to weigh in on.

,W·V2.WREUHDNWKHODZWR
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5,*+7 “Undoubtedly true. As a tester you must test
all behaviors, both right and wrong, legal and illicit.
To determine if a speed trap works, for instance,
I must drive over the maximum speed allowed.”
:521* “It’s very simple. A tester is a citizen just
like any other and is bound to operate within the law.
Laws set the legal boundaries within which we test both
good paths and alternative paths, whether you test in a
traditional or an exploratory manner.”
One question that arose at the start of this discussion
was about the definition of “law” in this perspective.
As with testing itself, the statements should be very
clear to get a discussion to the point. In this statement,
the “law” is a rule, or system of rules, usually set by a
government, intended to order the way a society behaves.
This statement didn’t simplify the discussion, but it
certainly provided a clearer context.
The remarkable finding on this topic is that most
testers who weighed in said they’re willing to break
the law, if—and only if— conditions are carefully set
and documented. Some even said they wouldn’t consider
it breaking the law if it were approved beforehand by
the software’s owner or even the owner of the law itself.
Not surprisingly, though, many testers are only willing
to perform these sorts of “law-bending” activities when
they’re assured they won’t be held personally accountable
or punished for any consequences.
Often, alternatives that fall within the boundaries of
the law can be used if their risks are considered carefully
and their behavior is expected to be the same in the live
situation. Instead of speeding to test the reliability of

a speed trap, for instance, a tester might use a closed
circuit system or set the allowed speed limit slightly
lower than the original. In practice, though, there are
some systems for which no alternatives are available
and/or the risks are too high; in these cases most testers
argue that the law can be broken for test goal purposes,
again, providing the situation is documented and no
dire consequences are anticipated. In the Netherlands,
for example, there is a system under test that makes it
possible to travel with a chipcard in all kinds of public
transport. In keeping with the Data Protection Act, the
specific travel data is viewable only by the card owner;
testers must use only their own personal travel data for
test purposes to avoid breaking the law.
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5,*+7 “The raison d’être of a tester is to assess,
report and advise on product quality. The value of
the advice is based wholly on how accurate or ‘truthful’
it is. It follows, then, that as a tester, you have no choice
but to tell the truth no matter what!”
:521* “We testers aren’t typically the bearers
of glad tidings. When I suspect I’m to be personally
blamed for the results I report, and for which I’m
not personally accountable, I tend to be extremely
economical with the truth. I don’t want them to
shoot the messenger—literally!”
This discussion also started with a philosophical
question: “What is the truth?” Philosophy books are
filled with theories from great thinkers who have bent
their minds over this one, and there’s still no consensus.
For purposes of this discussion, let’s define truth as “the
real, objective facts about a situation, event or person.”
But let’s also note that truth is perceived on an individual
basis and is thus a relative, subjective concept. For
example, somebody who loves sunsets might state as
fact, “The sunset is pretty”; someone who hates sunset
might perceive, “The sunset portends something pretty”
as more truthful.
The core of most answers during these discussions is
that one should always tell the truth. Yet many testers
say they would not tell the whole truth to everybody.
Some would only tell all the facts to a certain colleague,
some would only share “highlights” with particular
stakeholders, and others would stay mum altogether to



avoid lying. The themes of “trust” and “safety” crop up
over and again. Bottom line, most testers believe truth
is essential to the profession, but that it is a flexible
concept that can be applied in different ways depending
on person, environment and importance. If the test
environment doesn’t feel safe to the tester, and the
tester fears negative consequences of sharing his or her
findings, the whole truth may never be told.

<RXPXVWDOZD\VEHDEOHWRXVH
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5,*+7 “There’s no better test than real-world testing.
As long as you set everything in place to protect the data
and are compliant with data protection regulations,
you can without question use the necessary data
unanonymized.”
:521*“You can dream of testing in a production
environment, but let’s face it, that hardly ever happens.
There are some rare exceptions, but overall you must
stick to the rules—the test data you use must be
anonymized. Simple as that.”
The key to the ethics of this statement is the phrase
“be able.” Most testers participating in this discussion
say the use of privacy-sensitive data isn’t a must in most
circumstances, and when the risks or circumstances
require an unanonymized set of data, we should be able
to use such a set. But there’s another “but” here. The
physical test environment must be set up with optimal
security before this data can be made accessible. This
means, for example, that a stand-alone terminal (or even
an entire system) with the needed software and data is
set up in a room, and only authorized testers have a key
to that room. (I worked in such an environment once, at
a bank—very lonely experience!) Remarkable here is the
discussion regarding responsibility for use of the data:
Most testers say the use and safeguard of anonymized
data is not the responsibility of the tester (or test team),
but of the organization to which the data belongs. In
practice, this means crystal clear agreements with your
stakeholders about ownership, usage and security of
unanonymized data are essential.
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5,*+7 “Sure. It’s called ‘acceptance in the small,’
and we all do it all the time. Happens every day. Not
the main acceptance of course, but along the way you
advise enough on the quality of a product, and you know
the requirements better than the clients themselves,
so why not?!”

5,*+7 “A good tester operates in the context of the
assignment, taking on prevailing standards and values,
even if that means setting aside his or her own standards
and values.”
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:521* “There’s no question in my mind about this
one. As a tester, I test; the stakeholder or client should
accept. A tester advises—nothing more.”
No surprise that, at least to start, this discussion brought
more questions than answers. What does “acceptance”
mean in this context, and on what level is the acceptance
being done? Ultimately, the consensus was that there
are “rights” on both matters: Acceptance—meaning,
giving the go-ahead to the next step in development or
production—is always the responsibility of the client or
the issuer of a requirement. However, acceptance is done
by testers when the level of acceptance (related mainly
to test level) isn’t crucial to the end product, or when the
client/issuer has delegated the responsibility of a certain
acceptance part—i.e., a tester may accept certain aspects
or stages of a product as long as the client/issuer remains
responsible. Note that when a tester does acceptance, it’s
essential to inform the client/issuer on the acceptance
done, and the status and basis on which it was done.
Also, only the client/issuer can do acceptance of the final
product—the tester can never take responsibility for that.
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:521* “A change of behavior is fine, as long as it’s
within my personal standards and values or that of the
company I work for. If the context of the assignment isn’t
compliant with these, I politely decline. I won’t sell my
soul to the devil!”
This discussion is particularly interesting because it
touches so much on feelings, becoming very personal
and leading to some fiery conversations. Participants
have shared real-life experiences, both IT and non-IT,
that have stretched their own standards and values.
When it comes to testing, it seems some people are
prepared to set aside or shift their beliefs to get the job
done and some are not. The key, if you’re in the latter
group, is to speak out as early as possible, even if it may
result in declining an assignment. It feels “right” to
mention here that most work is best done when we’re
committed and believe in the assignment—doing work
that doesn’t “fit” us ethically is generally not beneficial
to the client, the tester, or the quality of the work.

0RUHWR&RPH
There’s still a lot of research to be done and many topics to be explored before we can achieve community consensus
on an international “software testers code of conduct.” Thus far, the discussions have taken place only in small groups
and mostly among European participants, which limits them in some geographic, cultural and even religious aspects.
So be sure to get involved in the discussion online, and share some ethics scenarios of your own!
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Rich Hand,

STP Director of Membership
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'LUHFWRURI0HPEHUVKLS
5LFK+DQGZURWHWKHERRN³OLWHUDOO\³RQEXLOGLQJSURIHVVLRQDO
DVVRFLDWLRQV1RZKH·VOHDGLQJWKHFKDUJHWRKHOS
VRIWZDUHWHVWHUVKDUQHVVWKHSRZHURIFRPPXQLW\
Rich Hand knows from experience that much can be
accomplished when people with common goals join forces.
As a longtime member of the management team at HDI,
the country’s leading help desk organization, he drove
professional membership to new heights. Now, as STP
Collaborative’s new director of membership, he intends to
do the same, and more, for the software testing community.
Rich hopes that software test professionals will embrace the
power of community and actively participate to make the
role of tester a more respected and sought-after position in

S

ince the founding of our country,
Americans have understood the
value of being able to associate
and assemble. Our founders understood
and believed in the concept of forming
“associations” as important to the future
of our country, so much so that they wrote
it into the United States Constitution. The
First Amendment reads: “Congress shall
make no law…prohibiting…the right of
the people peaceably to assemble…”

The need to assemble and associate
is a human trait that goes back to the
beginning of time. And it will continue
to prevail as long as humans exist. That’s
a good thing for those of us who run and
belong to associations.
There are very few people out there today
who would argue against the importance
or power of associations in our culture,
but I believe associations are the key to
leadership both for industries and the
professionals within those industries.
We can all agree that an “association,”
like a “corporation,” is nothing more
than a term or legal entity that wraps
itself around the individuals that make
up the organization. Without the body
of individuals there is no association.
Without the “wrapping” of individuals,
there is no “power” or reason behind
an association. It is truly a symbiotic
relationship—one worth understanding
if you want to be a leader in both your
career and your professional association.

software development. And that will only happen, he says,
when industry pros collaborate more effectively to define
and promote the value of their work.
Read the following excerpt from Rich’s book The Professional
Association: Cultivating Leaders, and Harnessing the Power of
Community ©2008 HDI to learn more about the benefits of
professional communities and determine how they apply to
software testing, then contact Rich at rhand@redwoodco.com to
share your ideas about building the software testing community
and advancing the goals of the profession and its members.

Associations have become the most
effective means of career advancement,
personal growth, industry respect and
cultural changes in the world today. If
you want to find opportunities to grow
as an individual, you must find the
association that best fits your personal
or professional needs. Organization
membership can help you grow as an
individual and advance your career.

National Association of Realtors;
American Society of Composers,
Authors, and Publishers)

The Importance of Serving
Any successful association has one
mission—to serve its members in
areas most important to them. A
simple concept, but a monumental
task to do well. Google “professional
associations” and you get nearly 15
million search results. Granted, there are
many duplicate listings, but this gives
you some indication of the number
of associations and the amount of
association-related activity.

Hobbies/Interests: American Horticultural
Society, National Genealogical Society,
Handyman Club of America

According to the American Society
of Association Executives, there are
more than 86,000 trade associations
in the United States, and a million
philanthropic or charitable organizations.
The most well-known associations
represent a diverse group of individuals,
but they all have one thing in common—
they serve their members. For example:
Profession/Industry: American
Bar Association; American Medical
Association; IEEE (formerly Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers);


Demographic: Association of Retired
People, National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, National
Association of Women in Construction
Political: Grand Old Party,
Democratic Party, American
Political Science Association

All these associations, despite their diverse
memberships and different focuses, share
common goals and functions:

]Keep members informed of things that
can impact them most, both positively
and negatively.

]Research and educate, and filter out

useless or false information for members.

]Create standards of behavior,
technology and recognition.

]Perform essential functions, such

as managing health-care programs.

]Watch for legislation that can impact
an industry.

]And perhaps the highest priority
of all, bring members together to
discuss critical issues in face-toface and virtual forums to foster
improvement and growth, both
individual and organizational.
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Six Sigma, Part III:

Analyze This!

In the third part of our five-part Six Sigma series,
we discuss ways to address software problems using
Six Sigma analysis techniques.
Ǉ:ŽŶYƵŝŐůĞǇĂŶĚ<ŝŵWƌŝĞƐ
:ŽŶYƵŝŐůĞǇŝƐŵĂŶĂŐĞƌŽĨƚŚĞǀĞƌŝĮĐĂƟŽŶ
ĂŶĚƚĞƐƚŐƌŽƵƉĂƚsŽůǀŽdƌƵĐŬ͘
<ŝŵWƌŝĞƐŝƐĚŝƌĞĐƚŽƌŽĨƉƌŽĚƵĐƚŝŶƚĞŐƌŝƚǇ
ĂŶĚƌĞůŝĂďŝůŝƚǇĨŽƌ^ƚŽŶĞƌŝĚŐĞ͕ǁŚŝĐŚ
ĚĞƐŝŐŶƐĂŶĚŵĂŶƵĨĂĐƚƵƌĞƐĞůĞĐƚƌŽŶŝĐ
ĂƵƚŽŵŽƟǀĞĐŽŵƉŽŶĞŶƚƐ͘

In previous issues we’ve discussed the first two phases of the Six Sigma quality management
process as it relates to software testing and performance: Define and Measure. Now it’s time
to address phase 3: Analyze. (In future issues we will explore the last two phases: Improve
and Control.) Six Sigma’s “five easy pieces” make it look like every project is a simple linear
progression, but often this is not the case. We find that projects tend to cycle (see Figure 1)
through the Define, Measure and Analyze stages a few times before settling down. Then,
project goals become more well-defined.
Figure 1: Six Sigma project cycle.

As we enter the Analyze phase, we find that Six Sigma practitioners frequently sound like
they are speaking a new language. For example, in the Six Sigma approach, we often refer
to “factors” and “responses.” A factor is an input, stimulus or cause; a response is an output,
behavior or effect. Mathematically, we’d say the result “y” is a function of various subscripted
“x” values (the inputs to the function). Hence, the “y” is the response and the “x” values
are factors. The factor/response approach maps nicely to software and hardware inputs and
outputs, particularly in black-box testing.

Analyzing the Software Itself
We can also look at factors and responses with the white-box testing approach by looking at
argument lists and functional returns, or we can measure and analyze Web site behavior that
responds to human input.
Combinatorial testing tries to systematize our approach to analyzing problems by using
various mathematical approaches (“combinatorial” is a mathematical term that refers to the
types of combinations of numerical values—we can use this to our advantage when testing).
Pairwise testing involves testing all possible discrete combinations of inputs for each pair.
James Bach’s program AllPairs (written in perl) automates this process when fed a table of
the inputs. While this program is not optimally efficient at this activity, it is close and the
price is right (free!). The Telcordia Automatic Efficient Test Generator can produce an optimal
set of pairs, but it costs a minimum of about $6,000 (see http://aetgweb.argreenhouse.com/).
Pairwise testing can significantly reduce the number of tests required, and the ability to
automatically generate tables of pairs is attractive. The problem with this approach lies in the
concept—we’re looking only at pairs, which means we’re most likely to find only pairwise problems.
Issues that are higher order or that have significant interactions will be completely missed by
this approach. But we can reduce our risk by combining this approach with other techniques.
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Three-wise testing takes the pairwise concept to another level, examining the
effect of groups of three (triplets or trinaries). This approach can be efficient
but suffers from the same defects as pairwise testing. Also, tool support for this
approach is largely lacking.
Fractional factorial testing is an approach borrowed directly from manufacturingstyle Six Sigma techniques; it uses tables much like those used for “designed
experiments” (designed experiments use orthogonal arrays of coded values
to provide a recipe to the experimenter for each “run” of the experiment;
coding occurs when we set the smallest value to -1 and the largest value to +1).
“Fractional” in this context connotes the fact that something is missing. In the
case of these experiments, we increase the efficiency of our testing by reducing
the number of possibilities of what we can detect. Some fractional tables are so
“fractional,” they show no interactions (see Table 1 for an example).
Table 1: Sample two-level factorial table with two responses.
Input 1

Input 2

Input 3

Input 4

Response 1

Response 2

1

1

-1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

-1

-1

-1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

1

1

1

1

Measured value

Measured value

1

-1

1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

-1

1

1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

-1

-1

1

1

Measured value

Measured value

1

-1

-1

1

Measured value

Measured value

-1

1

-1

1

Measured value

Measured value

The “1” is a high value for the input and the “-1” is a low value for the input;
hence, this table is a two-level factorial with two responses—we measure the
responses as we execute each row of factors. For testing and analysis purposes,
we’d compare our measured responses against our test specification or the
software requirements specification. Even with this approach we may still miss
some interactions; however, overall it is highly efficient.
Full factorial testing allows us to see all effects, including all interactions. It is
still efficient, although not as efficient as the fractional factorial—we always have
some kind of tradeoff during analysis. (Table 2 shows a table using the same two
levels as our previous example.)
Table 2: Double the rows, double the work.
Input 1

Input 2

Input 3

Input 4

Response 1

Response 2

1

-1

1

1

1

1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

1

Measured value

-1

-1

Measured value

1

1

Measured value

Measured value

-1
1

-1

1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

-1

-1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

-1
1

1

1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

1

-1

1

Measured value

-1

Measured value

1

-1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

-1

1

1

1

Measured value

Measured value

-1

-1

-1

1

Measured value

Measured value

1

1

1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

1

-1

1

1

Measured value

Measured value

1

1

-1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

-1

1

-1

1

Measured value

Measured value

-1

-1

-1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

1

-1

-1

1

Measured value

Measured value
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Notice that we have twice the number of rows, which means twice the amount
of work. This approach is what we must do to see all interactions and it may
require many “runs.” Nonetheless, the full factorial approach is significantly
more effective than the one-factor-at-a-time approach.

rationale for releasing the product. Another benefit of
the Weibull family is that it doesn’t need more than a
handful of data points to yield some information; of
course, the more data, the greater the confidence.

Response surface methodologies (RSM) allow for even greater analytical results,
but at a cost. We now have 30 runs for four factors. However, the responses
can be modeled as surfaces, which allow us to use a search algorithm to find
the sweet spot. This approach can be useful, particularly with timing issues.

We can also use a quality tool such as control charts,
which are effectively run charts with control limits
calculated from the data. The charts are a good choice
for “time between events” analyses. These are used to
help discern whether we are seeing random variation
or special events.

Table 3: Response surface methodologies make for better analysis.
Response 1

Response 2

0

Measured value

Measured value

In addition to quality and reliability tools from the
Six Sigma toolbox, we have other tools for analysis;
for example:

-1

Measured value

Measured value

]In-circuit emulators

1

Measured value

Measured value

0

0

Measured value

Measured value

]Software emulators

-1

-1

1

Measured value

Measured value

-1

-1

-1

1

Measured value

Measured value

-1

-1

1

1

Measured value

Measured value

1

1

1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

-1

-1

-1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

0

0

0

0

Measured value

Measured value

1

-1

1

1

Measured value

Measured value

0

0

0

0

Measured value

Measured value

-1

1

-1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

-1

1

1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

-1

1

-1

1

Measured value

Measured value

1

1

-1

1

Measured value

Measured value

1

-1

1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

-1

-1

1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

Input 1

Input 2

Input 3

0

0

0

1

1

-1

1

1

1

0

0

1

Input 4

-1

1

1

1

Measured value

Measured value

1

-1

-1

-1

Measured value

Measured value

0

-2

0

0

Measured value

Measured value

-2

0

0

0

Measured value

Measured value

0

0

0

2

Measured value

Measured value

0

2

0

0

Measured value

Measured value

0

0

0

0

Measured value

Measured value

0

0

-2

0

Measured value

Measured value

0

0

2

0

Measured value

Measured value

0

0

0

0

Measured value

Measured value

0

0

0

-2

Measured value

Measured value

2

0

0

0

Measured value

Measured value

The RSM approach can generate plane, quadratic and cubic surfaces and,
as we have seen, it is much more involved than full factorial.
Using a reliability analysis tool like Weibull plots can open another dimension
for analysis. The Weibull distribution is part of a family of asymmetric
probability distributions (the so-called “extreme value distributions”). This
approach is excellent when a problem happens over time. The shape of this
three-parameter distribution can sometimes provide an idea of what kind of
failure we are seeing. We also use a special version of the Weibull distribution
with a shape factor to two, called the Rayleigh distribution, to assess defect
quantities over time. The Rayleigh distribution can provide a statistical
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]Logic analyzers
]Debuggers
]Background debuggers
In-circuit emulators are part hardware, part software
devices used to emulate a specific processor. ICEs are
common when developing embedded software, such
as the software in a cell phone or microwave oven.
They interface directly to live hardware (interaction
with external world stimuli) and often have an
integrated debugger. They can trace the impact
of external work on internal product (software)
execution. Additionally, they allow for viewing
variables and interactions in the software while
under execution by using break points, they can easily
view interrupt handling and they provide stack status
(especially when we have overflow conditions). These
can be expensive and the interface logistics between
the ICE and the target system can be challenging.
Software emulators are an alternative to ICEs.
These software emulators generally run on a PC
as an ordinary executable program. They emulate
other microprocessors in software—the hardware
component is usually only the PC. Although they
tend to be inexpensive, the quality is only as good as
the programming and they are generally not available
for the most recent microprocessors. They also have
limitations with the replication of hardware influences
and specific external events.
A logic analyzer is an instrument to display signals in
a digital circuit so speedy as to be unobservable. The
idea is to capture signals and then present these results
to the user in an intelligible format for people. If the
analyst is a hardcore hardware person these tools can
often be used to trap data in systems that exceed the
capacity of an oscilloscope. With add-on modules the
logic analyzer can convert this data into:
]timing diagrams (when signal high or low)
]protocol decodes (example, J1939)
]state machine traces (state changes are trapped)
]assembly language, or
]a pseudo source-code rendition
(no real variable names)

Debuggers and background debuggers allow
for step-by-step execution of programs or
running programs until they reach a break
point. In many cases they are integrated
with in-circuit emulators. The background
debuggers have much of the functionality
of in-circuit debuggers, but they’re usually
significantly cheaper in price, since
much of the functionality is built into the
microprocessor. The most common use is
for embedded programming debugging.
Background debuggers are well-known
with certain Freescale microprocessors.
Other tools for software analysis include:
]Instrumentation
]Profilers
]Load generators/analyzers
]Usability profiles
]Bug tracking tools
Instrumentation is the integration of test
code into the code under development at
compile, to essentially allow the program
to monitor and report on itself. This
integrated code provides feedback to the
developer on the code performance, and is
the precursor to profilers. In the olden days,
the coder would put instructions directly
into the code to provide information on
timers and counters. This information
would be output in some manner that
would allow the information to be
readily understood and evaluated.
Profilers are often used to capture timing and
provide analysis of software performance
by module or function. Profilers provide
insight into the dynamic performance of
the software, which makes specific code
optimization possible. They can be written
by the developer or purchased. The NetBeans
integrated development environment
contains the NetBeans profiler for Java.
We use them to help determine which
modules or functions are consuming
the most resources, particularly when a
performance issue is making the product
unacceptable to a customer. The current user
base has little patience for slow Web sites
(as you no doubt know!).
Load generators and analyzers are often
used with networks and Web sites. The
load generator simulates an increasing
multitude of users accessing a site. The
analyzer examines response times and
provides a report. One item for discovery
is the point at which the site demonstrates
a form of “avalanche breakdown” and
effectively ceases to function.
Usability profiles often use test subjects
to “try out” the Web site or application,

sometimes with minimal documentation
to see how “intuitive” the software really
is. These profiles are largely qualitative,
although some tracking of time spent on
certain Web pages and screen areas may
be collected.
Finally, we can use bug-tracking tools.
Several open-source and free products are
available to do this, including:
]Bugzilla
]JitterBug
]RT: Request Tracker
]TRAC

Analyzing the Software Process
The Six Sigma methods above are used
primarily to find defects in code during
development and validation, though they
also provide value when we update or fix
the code after release to production. Now
let’s explore options for analyzing problems
once the software is in production. We
can use many of the same methods we
use during development when working
with legacy code. We can also analyze the
development process itself.
Root cause analysis is a technique for
diving into the problem and can easily
be generalized to software challenges or
anything else. Practitioners will often
use a well-defined approach such as the
“eight disciplines” to work to the root
cause. The eight disciplines are:
]D1: Create a problem-solving team.
This team is often composed of subjectmatter experts determined by the nature
of the problem-solving activity.
]D2: Define the problem. Just as with
the overall Six Sigma approach, we will
control the scope of our analysis. This
section often contains who, what, when,
where, why, how and how much, as well
as some clarification about when and
where the issue does not happen!
]D3: Implement and verify interim
containment actions (ICAs).
The idea of containment is used to
control flow of product to a customer.
In the case of software, we might
recommend continuing to use the
previous release due to issues with the
new one. If the software is parameterconfigurable via production systems,
we might choose to suppress this feature
(via parameter configuration). Either
way, this step requires that we verify
containment is working.



]D4: Identify and verify root causes.
During this discipline we use whatever
means we have to dig into the problem.
For software, we might do traces,
in-circuit emulation or debugging
activities. Frequently, timing problems
are particularly difficult to solve. Again,
notice the accent on verification of the
root cause.
]D5: Choose and verify permanent
corrective actions (PCAs). At this
point, we use our knowledge to create
a correction that cannot be undone.
]D6: Implement and validate PCAs.
We take our new corrective action(s),
implement and validate. We validate
when we test against real customer
needs instead of simply meeting the
requirements specification. Our “fix”
may require approval from the
customer before we proceed.
]D7: Prevent recurrence.
We move to institutionalize the
correction, particularly if it is a successful
procedural change. With software, we
should have in place a defect prevention
program that encourages learning
among the developers.
]D8: Congratulate the team.
This discipline is often forgotten during
the communal sigh of relief when we
finally resolve the issue.
Any root cause approach makes
some assumptions. One of the most
intractable is the very concept of a single
root cause. Often, real problems are not
so simple that we can dive in and discover
one problem that, when corrected, fixes
everything. More sophisticated versions
of the root cause approach assume that
we have condition-making activities as
well as a precipitating event or events.
We suspect the simple approach is
incredibly naïve for all but the simplest
problems (one example is the Five-Why
approach, which continues to ask “why?”
until a root cause is reached—a great
concept but a poor methodology).
Another tool often used during problemsolving is the Ishikawa diagram (also
called the cause-and-effect diagram or
the fishbone diagram—see Figure 2
for an example of a traditional
Ishikawa diagram).
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Figure 2: Ishikawa diagram.

Management system (we changed this from “manpower”)
]Training or education lacking

Measurement

Machine

]Poor employee engagement

Manpower

]Poor hazard recognition

Cause

Problem
Statement
Cause

Method

Cause

Materials

Environment

Let’s look at each of the major “fishbones” from a software
point-of-view. We can improve on the traditional diagram
by making some changes to the “bone” headings:
Materials
]Incorrect specification document
]Errant configuration management
]Wrong version checked out of version control system
]Incorrect protocol
Machine/Equipment
]Defective PC
]Network hardware issue
]Routers not functioning correctly

]Previously identified hazards not eliminated
Other lists of categories exist for the Ishikawa diagram: 4S is
Suppliers, Systems, Surroundings and Skills; 8P is Procedures,
Policies, Place, Product, People, Processes, Price and Promotion;
the McKinsey 7S is Shared vision and values, Staff, Style, Skills,
Structure, Systems and Strategy. Of course, problem-solvers don’t
have to use the same letter or even any of the above examples.
These merely serve as memory joggers when going through
the process of adding smaller “bones” to larger “bones” on the
diagram. The primary defect of the Ishikawa diagram is that it is
qualitative and only as good as the work put into it; the primary
asset of the diagram lies in its simplicity.
Another approach to the analysis of the software process involves
value stream mapping, where we assess how much of our time is
actually spent doing a value-added activity. The standard tools for
value stream mapping are strongly oriented toward manufacturing
enterprises rather than software development teams. However, our
value stream map can be as simple as using ANSI flowcharting or
UML action diagrams with two swim lanes: value-added and not
value-added. Typically, appraisal activities such as inspections,
reviews and testing are considered to be not value-added.
We suspect this point is arguable with software development.
We can analyze our process for the seven process wastes:

]Untested material

]Overproduction. The software analog is gold-plating the
software, an activity in which we add features we think the
client will want.

Environment

]Waiting. We could be waiting for other code to integrate, for test
results, for anything (we are not doing productive work here!).

]Disorderly workplace

]Transporting. Perhaps we need to send our code to the test group.

]Job design or layout of work less than acceptable

]Inappropriate processing. We spend a lot of money on special
software development tools without considering the most
important tool of all, the brain of the software developer.

]Damaged network line

]Surfaces poorly maintained
]Physical demands of the task
]Forces of nature (e.g., lightning drops an unbacked-up system—
yes, we know, nobody else has ever experienced this problem!)

]Unnecessary inventory. In the case of software, we’re talking
about work in process building up.

Management (we changed this from “measurement”)

]Unnecessary/Excess motion. The developer’s tools are not
readily available or are inadequate or we don’t have enough
licenses to go around.

]No or poor management involvement

]Defects. No discussion necessary.

]Inattention to task
]Task hazards uncontrolled

What’s Next?

]Other (horseplay, inattention to details…)

What do we do with all the data we’ve defined, measured and,
now, analyzed? If we’ve performed our analysis with appropriate
diligence, we should have ample information to proceed to the
next phase of the Six Sigma approach—the “Improve” phase. This
approach does not have to be heavyhanded—in some cases, the
entire process may take only a few days to complete. As software
problem-solvers, we can tailor the Six Sigma problem-solving
algorithm to suit our needs.

]Stress demands (deadlines, late deliveries…)
]Lack of process
Method
]No or poor procedures
]SOP not followed
]Poor communication
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Stay tuned for Six Sigma Part IV, coming soon! And see the first
two parts of this series at stpcollaborative.com. Q

GLOBAL CONNECTIONS

Ǉ:ƵůŝĂŶ,ĂƌƚǇ

More Expertise From Abroad
Our guest editor shares additional info about innovative
testers from across the Atlantic.
We couldn’t include articles from every great European
tester in this issue, so I’ll mention a few more people whose
work I’ve come to know and respect—you can find more
about their work online.
Antony Marcano is a peer in the testing community and
one of the first people I turn to when I need a fresh opinion
on software testing and related topics. He founded http://
testingreflections.com, where testers from around the world
contribute and discuss a broad range of topics. He’s one of the
most passionate, capable and informed people I’ve met, and
always willing to share his time and resources with so many of
us. Together with Andy Palmer he also started an innovative
“pair testing” practice (http://www.pairwith.us/) where they
are developing real software, with a plethora of people in
various companies. Each session is videotaped and available
on their site, with plenty more to follow. You can even join
their sessions by videoconference.
Danny van Roest is part of the Delft University of
Technology development team that created Crawljax (http://
crawljax.com/), an open-source testing tool that can explore
Ajax Web applications automatically by crawling the pages and
clicking links in a real browser; it applies “rules” to find bugs
on Web sites and in Web applications. He spent several months
working at Google to determine how well Crawljax would
perform against business-critical applications. Thankfully, it
was extremely effective, particularly at discovering missing
“help” links and other troublespots for which exhaustive
manual testing would have been impractical.

Testers are
there to remind
developers what humans
look like.

James Lyndsay is an independent consultant who teaches
software testing skills, with lots of exercises available on
his Web site (http://www.workroom-productions.com/).
He founded LEWT, the London Exploratory Workshop on
Testing, which combines great peer interaction with delicious
food and drink—the participants simply share the cost of
renting the room for the day. Meet him if you can, and in the
interim, try the testing exercises he posts online—they’re well
worthwhile.
Les Hatton is a rare breed of academic whose work also
permeates the industry at large. His personal Web site (http://
www.leshatton.org/) is packed with insightful papers and
articles. For instance, his presentation “Forensic Software
Engineering: Take the guesswork out of testing” includes this
intriguing statement: “Testers are there to remind developers
what humans look like”; it also includes a lot of wellresearched material on how to improve our testing practices
(http://www.leshatton.org/Documents/EuroStar_06-122007b.pdf).
Michael Tamm has created several innovative opensource projects, including one that helps detect layout bugs
automatically (http://code.google.com/p/fighting-layoutbugs/). His work is effective and reduces the time and effort
we’d otherwise need to spend to catch several classes of
software bugs.
Dr. Stuart Reid is chair of a new international software
testing standard, ISO 29119 (http://softwaretestingstandard.
org/aboutWG26.php). Within our testing community there
are widely differing opinions on the value and utility of
standards, certification, accreditation and so on. See more
about his work and determine how it might apply to your
testing practices. Q
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